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Adsorption of a random copolymer at a lipid bilayer membrane
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We examine the conformational properties of a random copolymer, containing a disordered hydrophobic/
hydrophilic sequence of monomers, in the presence of a hydrophobic potential well. The model can be used to
understand the structural properties of the adsorption of a protein molecule at a lipid-bilayer membrane, and the
properties of a random copolymer at the surfaces of a microphase-separated layered polymer structure. Using
a trial-potential treatment we demonstrate that a mainly hydrophilic chain may localize on the surface of the
bilayer and that a mainly hydrophobic chain may have two typical conformations: localization on the surface
or complete adsorption inside the two surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The interest in the physical properties of a model polym
chain containing two types of monomersA and B at an in-
terface stems from attempts at understanding practical
tems that contain proteins and random copolymers. In
ticular, recent attention has been focused on the behavior
random copolymer at a flat interface between two immisci
solvents, one preferringA and the otherB @1,2#. In addition
to the practical usefulness of this model system, the unu
localization phenomenon expected in this type of system@3#
has also inspired active theoretical studies in recent y
@4–21#.

Protein molecules are known to contain a disordered
quence of hydrophobic and hydrophilic residues, which i
simplified version can be considered as random copoly
~RCP!. The binding of a membrane protein to a lipid bilay
largely depends on the competition between the hydrop
bicity of each monomer and the resulting conformational
tropy of an adsorbed protein. It is commonly understood th
since the interior of a lipid bilayer is hydrophobic, an entire
hydrophilic chain cannot bind to the lipid bilayer. Howeve
less obvious is the possibility that a mainly hydrophilic cha
containing some hydrophobic monomers may becomelocal-
izedat the lipid layer/water interface. Here we use the term
nology ‘‘adsorption’’ and ‘‘localization’’ to represent two dif
ferent types of density profile. Figure 1~a! illustrates a
surface-localized RCP where the gray region represen
hydrophobic environment. As long as a significant segm
of hydrophobic monomers exists, that segment will attem
to locate itself inside the bilayer, despite the fact that
chain could be dominantly hydrophilic. This is in strong co
trast with Fig. 1~b! where the entire chain can beadsorbed
into the interior of the bilayer region when the chain
mainly hydrophobic.

In this paper, we aim at understanding the interplay
tween sequence-dependent hydrophobicity and adsorp
energy using a simple model. A random copolymer chain
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assumed to carry two types of monomers,A ~hydrophobic!
andB ~hydrophilic!, and the gray area in Fig. 1 energetica
prefersA monomers with an adsorption energy gainj per
monomer. For a fixed potential-well gap 2d and a weakj the
problem can be separated into two uncorrelated interfa
each hosting a significant portion of a localized RCP, as
lustrated in Fig. 1~a!. On the other hand, a strongj corre-
sponds to an adsorption system of which the main portion
the polymer stays inside the potential well, as illustrated
Fig. 1~b!. A crossover point exists where a mainly localize
phase switches to a mainly adsorbed phase, as the phy
conditions change. A phase diagram in terms of scaled v
ables is presented in Sec. III.

II. MODEL AND METHOD

Mathematically, we consider a polymer chain consisti
of N monomers, whose spatial configuration can be deno
by rW(s), and each monomer experiences an external fi

FIG. 1. Sketch of two surface conformations. A random copo
mer can be in a surface-localized state~a!, where the monomer
density is much higher at the two interfaces, or in a complet
adsorbed state~b!, where the majority of monomers are located
the interior of the potential well. Here, the gray area represen
solvent environment that prefers the gray monomers. In the c
where a random copolymer contains more gray monomers, the
a smooth transition from a localized state to the adsorbed stat
the temperature is raised. In the case where a random copoly
contains fewer gray monomers, surface localization is still possi
the random copolymer can be delocalized as the temperatu
raised.
©2002 The American Physical Society12-1
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w(z) which characteristically describes the bilayer bac
ground. The potential energy that describes the interac
between monomers and the background fieldw(z) has the
form

V@z~s!,s#5@j1e~s!#w@z~s!# ~1!

where j is an average interaction parameter. The funct
e(s) is a random number that depends on the sequence

^e~s!&50, ~2!

^e~s!e~s8!&5D2d~s2s8!, ~3!

whered(s) is Dirac’s delta function. The angular brackets
the above expressions represent an average over the
quence distribution.D is a characteristic parameter meas
ing the strength of the disorderedness. The external pote
w(z) is assumed to have the form

w~z!5H 21, uzu,d,

1, uzu.d,
~4!

where the width of the potential well is 2d. For a chain
containing mainly hydrophobic monomers,j.0, and con-
versely for a chain containing mainly hydrophilic monome
j,0.

The partition function of the chain can be written in term
of a functional integral,

Q5E D@z~s!#expS 2E
0

NF D

2a2 S dz

dsD
2

1bV@z~s!,s#GdsD
~5!

wherez(s) is thez-direction coordinate of thesth monomer,
D53 the dimensionality of space, andb51/kBT the inverse
temperature. Introducing a trial potentialv(z) we have@19#

Q5E D@z~s!#exp$2H0@z~s!#2H1@z~s!#% ~6!

with functionals

H0@z~s!#5E
0

NH D

2a2 S dz

dsD
2

1bjw„z~s!…1v„z~s!…J ds

~7!

and

H1@z~s!#5E
0

N

$be~s!w„z~s!…2v„z~s!…%ds. ~8!

The main purpose of the introduction of a sequen
independent trial potentialv(z) is to enable the calculation
of the conformational properties in terms of a simple form
v(z). Performing the disorderedness average^¯& we have

^F&5F01^H̄1&2
1

2
~^H1

2&2^H̄1
2&!1¯ ~9!
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whereF0 is the free energy associated with the unperturb
Hamiltonian H0 . The overbar in Eq.~9! represents an en
semble average in the configurational space with respec
the Boltzmann factor ofH0 . We adjust the potentialv(z) so
that the terms involving the disorder average in Eq.~9! can-
cel each other and hence we can adopt the free energyF0 as
an approximation forF. This produces a matching conditio

v̄52
1

2
~bD!2~w22w̄2!1O@~bD!4# ~10!

where

v@z~s!#5 –E
0

N

v„z~s!…ds,

w@z~s!#5 –E
0

N

w„z~s!…ds, ~11!

w2@z~s!#5 –E
0

N

@w„z~s!…#2ds.

Equation~9! is a free-energy expansion in powers of diso
der. By truncating the expansion we are actually consider
a perturbation approach. Dropping higher order terms in
~9! is effectively dropping terms of order (bD)4 as displayed
in Eq. ~10!. Strictly speaking this approximation is valid i
the high-temperature, low-disorder limit.

We are interested in the long polymer limit only (N
@1). In this limit, the ground-state dominance approxim
tion @22# relates the solutionC(z) of a stationary Schro¨-
dinger equation

S 2
a2

2D
¹21bjw~z!1v~z! DC~z!5EC~z! ~12!

to the monomer density distribution function of the syste
r(z)5C(z)2. In the long chain limit, the free energy pe
monomer,f, is simply related to the eigenenergyE by b f
5E @22#.

With the assumption that the localization potential at bo
z5d andz52d can be represented by ad function,

v~z!52v0d~ uzu2d!, ~13!

wherev0.0 is an adjustable parameter used in the match
condition Eq.~10!, we are able to analytically solve Eq.~12!.
At the level of ground-state-dominating approximation, w
can show that the free-energy minimum corresponds to
even density profile, for which the wave function has t
form

C~z!5H A1 cosh~k1z!, uzu,d,

A2 exp~2k2uzu!, uzu.d,
~14!

where A1 , A2 , k1 , k2 are the wave function parameter
These parameters can be determined by equating the w
function atz56d, considering the mismatch of the slope
the wave function atz56d caused by thed function poten-
2-2
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tial, and normalizing the monomer density function. Th
procedure yields a set of algebraic equations that relate
parameters,

2
a2

2D
k1

22bj5E, ~15!

2
a2

2D
k2

21bj5E, ~16!

A1 cosh~k1d!5A2 exp~2k2d!, ~17!

v05
a2

2
@k1 tanh~k1d!1k2#, ~18!

and

A1
2S sinh~2k1d!

2k1
1dD1A2

2 exp~22k2d!

k2
51. ~19!

Evaluating the averages in Eq.~11! and substituting them
into Eq. ~10! with the help of Eqs.~17! and ~19! we get

v05~bD!2S k1

cosh~2k1d!11

sinh~2k1d!12k1d
1k2D 21

. ~20!

The last six equations completely determine the six
rametersA1 , A2 , k1 , k2 , v0 , andE, and hence completely
determine the physical properties of the system. These
equations also contain the reduced inverse temperaturebD as
an essential system-dependent parameter.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The introduction of scaled parameters

k̄1,25
a

A2DbD
k1,2, ~21!

d̄5
A2DbD

a
d, ~22!

j̄5
2

bD2 j ~23!

eliminates thebD dependence in the last six equations.
addition to the mathematical convenience in a reduced fo
Eqs. ~21!–~23! provide deeper physical insights. Accordin
to Eq. ~21!, any physical property associated with a lengthL
has the scaling form

L5~a/bD!G1~bDd/a,j/bD2!. ~24!

In addition, the free energy of the systemf [E/b scales as

f 5~bD2!G2~bDd/a,j/bD2!. ~25!

Here, bothG1 andG2 are dimensionless functions. One co
clusion that we can immediately draw is the scaling behav
05191
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of the critical inverse temperature for the desorption tran
tion, which can be determined by lettingf 5 f bulk5j,

bcD5~j/D!G3~bDd/a!. ~26!

This equation, in the limitd@a/bD, gives a critical inverse
temperature directly proportional touju/D2. In this case, the
two interfaces are very far from each other and can
viewed effectively as two uncorrelated interfaces. For
negativej, the regions on the left and right sides are en
getically preferred; thus the RCP delocalizes and move
one of these regions. This scaling relation is identical to
critical point determined earlier in Refs.@3# and @19#.

Combining Eq.~15! with Eq. ~16! and Eq.~18! with Eq.
~20! we have

k̄2
22 k̄1

25 j̄, ~27!

k̄1f 1~ k̄1d̄!1 k̄25@ k̄1f 2~2k̄1d̄!1 k̄2#21, ~28!

where the functionsf 1(x) and f 2(x) are given by

f 1~x!5tanh~x!, ~29!

f 2~x!5
cosh~x!11

sinh~x!1x
. ~30!

The solution of Eqs.~27! and ~28! further determines the
conformational properties of the system.

We note thatk̄2 is always real and positive; however,k̄1

can be real or imaginary depending on the values ofj̄ andd.
In the case of a realk̄1 , Eq. ~27! represents a hyperbol
defined on a (k̄1 ,k̄2) plane for both positive and negativej̄.
In the case of imaginaryk̄1 this equation represents a circ
and the values ofj̄ can only be positive.

First we consider a positivej̄ where the interior of the
potential well is preferred by the RCP. In the transmembra
protein case this means that the entire chain is hydroph
on average. Two asymptotic limits corresponding to kno
results can be recovered from our calculation. In the cas
j̄!1, there is no net energetic gain for the RCP to be
sorbed inside the potential well. However, due to disorder
ness in the sequence, the RCP can be localized at the
interfaces. The density profile can be schematically rep
sented by Fig. 2~a!, where the density decays outside t
potential well exponentially as has been discussed be
@17,19# and the density profile inside the well displays
squared hyperbolic cosine function. More importantly, in t
entire range of the reduced variablebDd/a, the free energy
is proportional tobD2, which is a signature of RCP local
ization @3#. Another asymptotic limit is the case ofj̄@1.
Since the adsorption preference is so large, the localiza
phenomenon is completely hidden. The typical density p
file is represented in Fig. 2~b!. Now, the free energy pe
monomer can be estimated to have the magnitude2 j̄, which
is simply equal to the energy gain for each monomer to
adsorbed inside the potential well.
2-3
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More precise information can be gained from solving E
~27! and ~28!. Typical geometrical representations of Eq
~27! and ~28! are shown in Fig. 3 where the intersectio
give the solutions to these two equations. For small and p
tive j̄ ~attractive potential well! Eq. ~27! represents branche
of a hyperbola pointing upright with a minimum located

k̄150, k̄25Aj̄. Equation~28! is also symmetric aboutk̄1

50 and has a maximumj̄cr
1/2 on the (k̄1 ,k̄2) plane. Since

both k̄1 and k̄2 are real, the typical density profile has tw
peaks located at the two interface boundaries@Fig. 2~a!#.

As we increasej̄ ~increasing well depth! the hyperbola
starts to move up and asj̄ reaches the valuej̄cr the real
solution for k̄1 and k̄2 disappears. Hence, we need to co
sider an imaginaryk̄1 and switch to the situation shown i
Fig. 3~b!. In this case Eq.~27! represents a circle which
intersects the curve given by Eq.~28! for any j̄. j̄cr . A
typical monomer density profile for an imaginaryk̄1 is
shown in Fig. 2~b! and corresponds to a chain totally a
sorbed to the interior of an attractive potential well.

The transition between these two key types of den
profile, localized and adsorbed, takes place at

k̄150. ~31!

FIG. 2. Typical monomer density profiles. In a localized sta
~a!, the monomer density is more concentrated near the interfa
areas and the interior of the potential well/barrier has less mo
mers except for occasional crossing of polymer segments@see Fig.
1~a!#. In an adsorbed state~b!, the monomer density is significan
only in the central region of the potential well.
05191
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This transition curve, in terms ofj̄ and d̄, can be directly
determined from Eqs.~27! and ~28! and is the solution of

j̄1Aj̄/d̄2150.

The dashed curve in Fig. 4 demonstrates the localizat
adsorption transition. Due to the analytical nature of t
functions involved in determining this transition, in partic
lar, the analytical transition between realk̄1 and imaginary
k̄1 , no mathematical singularity in the thermodynamic
properties is observed near the transition, which rules out
possibility of associating this crossover phenomenon wit
phase transition.

One surprising consequence of this analysis is that
transition from an adsorbed state to a localized state is p

ial
o-

FIG. 3. Schematic illustration of the solution to Eqs.~27! and

~28! in terms of intersections of curves on thek̄1 and k̄2 plane. In

plots ~a! and~c!, both k̄1 and k̄2 are real numbers. In plot~b! k̄2 is

real whereask̄1 is imaginary.
2-4
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sible as the temperaturedecreasesfor fixed j andd. This is
particularly relevant to a transmembrane protein syst
where both the average hydrophobicity for a given prot
and the width of the lipid bilayer are fixed. A change in t
reducedj̄}j/bD2 andd̄}bDd is possible through changin
temperature. In an adsorbed state, a characteristic free en
per monomer is2j at low temperature while in a localize
state the free energy per monomer can be estimated to
the order2bD2.

Secondly, we consider the case ofj,0, for which the
gray region in Fig. 1 actually represents a net repulsive b
rier. This corresponds to the case of a mainly hydroph
chain, whose average interaction with the interior of a lip
membrane is repulsive. Because of the lower energies
side the potential barrier, a homopolymer withj,0 cannot
be adsorbed in any region near the barrier. However, a lo
ized RCP takes advantage of the presence of interfaces
can still localize at the two interfacial boundaries at app
priate temperatures. Mathematically, the branches of the
perbola describing Eq.~27! point in the right direction@see
Fig. 3~c!#. Only a realk̄1 solution is possible, which corre
sponds to the boundary localized state shown in Fig. 2~a!.

The localized RCP, however, is subject to a repulsive
teraction with the solvent inside the potential barrier, a
will leave the interfaces when the localization free-ene
gain is less than the net repulsive potential energy. This t
sition is determined by the fact that the solution to t
coupled Eqs.~27! and ~28! disappears asj̄ reachesj̄ tr . The
transition line is analytically determined by lettingk̄250,
which is equivalent to the statement that the free ene
reaches a value equal to that in the bulk region~the region far
from the interfaces!: f 5bj. The solid curve in Fig. 4 repre
sents this phase boundary. We can further show that
localization-delocalization transition has the characteris
of a second order phase transition, at least based on the
rent trial-function treatment. Monthus has demonstrated f
similar system that this transition could be of a different ty
based on her renormalization treatment@18#.

IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In summary, we have carried out a calculation of t
phase diagram for a random copolymer located near a po
tial well/barrier, based on a trial-function approach dev
oped earlier by one of us@19#. The system may display
delocalization/localization/adsorption states depending
two reduced parameterskBTj/D2 anddD/(kBTa). In a pro-
tein system,j is the average interaction parameter with t
hydrophobic environment in the lipid bilayer,D the variation
of hydrophobicity along the protein chain, andd the half
width of the lipid bilayer.

Two important features emerges from our study. Using
language of protein adsorption, we have demonstrated th
mainly hydrophobic protein chain (j.0) can always be ad
sorbed to the lipid bilayer system; however, it may disp
different conformational properties. At low temperatures,
monomers are more concentrated near the two bilayer
faces than in the central region, and at high temperatures
05191
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monomers are more concentrated near the center of the
layer. The characteristic free energies of these two states
different; the former is proportional to2bD2 and the latter
to 2j. A smooth transition from the localized state to th
adsorbed state is possible asT increases.

Another important but yet counterintuitive feature is t
possibility of localization of a mainly hydrophilic chain (j
,0) at the surface of the membrane. Energetically, with
consideration of the entropic effect, this localization can
viewed as a perfect arrangement of the protein chain ac
the interfaces, such that the hydrophobic monomers are
inside and the hydrophilic monomers are all outside the li
bilayer. At a finite temperature, the competition of this loc
ization energy with entropy yields a delocalization transiti
at a temperature determined jointly by the bilayer width, t
disorderedness in the chain, and the average hydrophob
of the chain.

The trial-function approach used in this study, althou
very efficient, may suffer in the low-temperature region,
we have ignored any contributions of order (bD)4 in a treat-
ment accurate to order (bD)2. In particular, since the cross
over between localization and adsorption relies on an e
mate of the free energy per monomer, a more accu
calculation of the free energy is desirable at low temperatu
A computer simulation that solves the Schro¨dinger equation
directly with a simulated disordered sequence@17#, for ex-
ample, can be useful in determining the transition from
localized state to an adsorbed state as the temperatur
creases.

Our main purpose is to demonstrate the effect of seque
disorderedness on the transmembrane structures using a
plified physical picture that contains only a few basic para
eters. The model needs to be refined to include further c
plications in a real membrane system. There are ot
entropic/energetic contributions such as the excluded-volu
interaction that are not addressed here, and may dramati
change the physical picture. For example, one needs to

FIG. 4. Phase diagram of a random copolymer chain in term

reduced system parametersd̄5A6bDd/a and j̄52j/bD2. The
solid curve represents a delocalization-localization transition of
characteristics of a second order phase transition, and the d
curve represents a crossover from the adsorbed state to a loc
tion state. Crossing of these phase boundaries is possible by ch
ing the temperature~see text!.
2-5
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dress the effects that hydrophobic parts tend to occup
space inside membrane bilayer, where due to the hydro
bonding they form helical structures. Hydrophilic parts p
fer to stay outside the membrane bilayer, where they fo
coil-like conformations. Internal helices can aggregate w
each other forming a more compact intramembrane struc
due to a van der Waals attraction.
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